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Tama
Superstar Hyper-Drive Custom Drumkit
by Mike Haid

There’s a lot to like about Tama’s new Superstar Hyper-

Drive drumkit. In fact, the great hardware and drum shell

designs on this kit are likely to trigger a trend in the market. 

At first, the shell sizes may seem quirky, with a smaller-

than-average-diameter snare drum, an extra-deep bass drum,

and short-shell tom-toms. But the Hyper-Drive tom sizes are 

a dream come true for many players. Initially inspired by

pop/R&B drummer Brian Frasier-Moore (Madonna, Christina

Aguilera, Janet Jackson), the short-stack tom design has been

embraced by other R&B drumming greats like John Blackwell,

Ronald Bruner Jr., George “Spanky” McCurdy, and Keith Harris,

as well as rockers Jason Costa (All That Remains) and Chad

Butler (Switchfoot). 
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THE STAR-CAST MOUNTING SYSTEM
mounts are lightweight, and they attach
directly to the drums’ die-cast hoops, so
there is no shell contact. Aside from its
sleek design, this suspension system also
allows for hassle-free head changes. 

HYPER-DRIVE SHELLS are made
from a combination of middle plies
of birch (hard/resonant) and outer
plies of basswood (softer/warm).
The tom and snare shells are fairly
thin (6-ply/6mm). The bass drum
is a little thicker (7-ply/7mm) but
is surprisingly lightweight. 

 



Classy Construction
The bearing edges on the Superstar

Custom kit were flawless. All the drums

feature Sound Bridge Hi-Tension lugs.

The center of the lugs floats over the

shell, acting as a bridge between the top

and bottom contact points. This allows the

shell to resonate freely.

Visually, the Dark Desert Burst finish

(natural wood center fading to black on

both sides), solid black wood hoops, and

the black nickel-plated hardware give this

kit an eye-catching look that suggests a

much more expensive instrument than its

moderate price tag reflects.

The Sharp Sound Of Short Stacks
The Hyper-Drive short toms are the

most innovative feature of this kit. The

depth of the rack tom shells is much shal-

lower than that of most traditionally sized

toms. This allows you to position the toms

much lower without the risk of hitting the

bass drum. The downside of shallow toms

is that their tuning range is not quite as wide as a deeper shell

would provide. If you’re looking for higher tom tunings, then these

toms could be perfect. 

When tuning up the clear single-ply heads, the 61/2x10 tom

almost begins to sound like a timbale. The 7x12 tom has a deeper

tone and can be tuned a little looser than the 10" without sound-

ing too muddy. The zinc die-cast hoops help give these toms a very

focused attack, while the combo of basswood and birch makes for

a warm, punchy tone that’s excellent for recording. However,

there’s not as much projection and sustain as you’d achieve with

deeper-shelled drums. 

Big Bottom 
The lengthy 20x22 bass drum and 14x16 floor tom pack a pow-

erful punch. Both drums have a deep, open tone and strong attack.

The kick drum comes mounted with Tama’s “Power Craft” clear

batter head and a non-ported logo resonant head. Both heads have

an internal muffling ring around the outer diameter to help tame

the overtones. I found the drum to be too hollow-sounding and

unfocused without a little internal muffling. To create a more bal-

anced bass drum sound, I experimented with several tuning and

muffling options. The winning combination consisted of fairly loose

tuning on both heads with an 18" cushion barely touching each

head. With this setup, the bass drum tone is fat and punchy with a

lot of sub-sonic boom. In the studio, I found a fat punchy sound by

removing the front head and muffling with a flat pillow.

Snare—Spank!
There’s something special about this kit’s 6x13 snare drum. With

no muffling, it seemed to fit well in almost every musical context,

with just the right amount of ring, depth, and tone. I was also

impressed with its versatile tuning range. The 6" depth helps give

this drum a more full-bodied sound, while the 13" diameter creates

a tighter, higher-pitched tone. When you crank this baby up, it has

a bark that’ll take your head off. When recording the drum tuned

this way, it was piercing, and I had to pull it way down in the mix

in order to put it at an even volume with the rest of the kit. So you

can imagine how that volume will carry on a live gig.

Hardware
The Superstar Hyper-Drive kit comes with a Road Pro hardware

package that includes an HS70WN snare stand, an HC72WN

straight cymbal stand, an HC73BWN boom cymbal stand, an

HH75W hi-hat stand, and an HP200 kick pedal. One slick new

concept on the Road Pro stands is their toothless Quick-Set Tilters,

which allow for infinite positioning angles. The tilters are held in

position by the friction of six metal plates, rather than the toothed

gears that are common on other brands’ stands. For strength and

exact positioning, the Quick-Sets are winners. These tilters are also

used on Road Pro snare baskets. This is a sleek, sturdy package of

double-braced, heavy duty, high-end hardware with smooth,

easy-to-adjust pedals.

The End Result
This is one of the most impressive pro kits we’ve seen in the

intermediate price range. It’s packed with high-end features, and

the superb sound speaks for itself. The innovative short tom design

is something that you’ll have to check out to determine if it’s right

for you. I love the concept, and wouldn’t be surprised to see more

companies jumping on the idea. The quirky sizes work well for

many contemporary musical styles, and the Dark Desert Burst finish

and black nickel-plated hardware is super classy. I think you’ll be

pleasantly surprised at the value of this setup. 

Superstar Hyper-Drive Custom five-piece 
drumset (with Road Pro hardware):
$1,749.99
www.tama.com

THE NUMBERS

The Hyper-Drive Custom kit in the reviewer’s studio.


